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Introduction and background
Nanotechnology is an innovative science that includes the design,
characterization, production and application of structures, devices and
systems by controlling shape and size at the nanometer scale, which
covers the size range from 1 nanometer to 100 nanometer (nm).
Manufacturers of personal care products use nanoscale versions of
ingredients to provide better UV protection, deeper skin penetration,
long-lasting effects, increased color and finish quality etc. The
widespread use of nanoscale materials in personal care products is due
to the fact that these nanoparticles obtain newer properties which differ
from the large-scale particles. These altered properties include color,
transparency, solubility and chemical reactivity, making the
nanomaterials attractive to the personal care industries.

Analytical methods
To determine whether a substance in a personal care product is a
nanomaterial, chemical analysis are needed. In general, most analytical
methods aim to produce an aqueous suspension in which the particles
are characterised. The aqueous suspension is analysed using
techniques as dynamic light scattering (DLS), asymmetric field flow field
fractionation (AF4) in combination with inductive coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS), single-particle ICP-MS (spICP-MS), or electron
microscopy (EM, see Figure 1) with energy dispersive x-ray detection
(EDX).
Which type of analysis is most suitable depends on the material under
investigation and the product that contains it. In the NanoDefine project
a two-tiered approach is used. In the first step a screening analyses is
performed to make a quick decision whether a material can be a
nanomaterial or not. If it can be a nanomaterial a confirmatory analysis
is carried out to confirm the result of the screening analysis. This is the
most efficient way to produce reliable results. Finally, the analysis results
are uploaded into the NanoDefiner e-tool, another deliverable of the
NanoDefine project, which will decide whether the investigated material
is a nanomaterial according to the EU definition or not

Nanomaterials in sunscreen and toothpaste
Sunscreen products contain titanium dioxide as a UV protector, toothpastes
contain hydrated aluminium oxides as abrasives. To determine whether
these products are nanomaterials a single-particle ICP-MS analyses was
performed as a screening analysis. In short: From the personal care
product a stable aqueous suspension is prepared and diluted with water for
instrumental analysis with spICP-MS. This is a newly developed method
within the NanoDefine project. The method is validated for its purpose and
is being tested in an inter-laboratory comparison. The results of the spICPMS analysis is a so-called time scan (Figure 2) and a particle size
distribution. The spikes in the time scan are already characteristic for the
presence of (nano-)particles in the sample.
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Figure 1. EM picture of particles isolated from a personal care product.
Particle sizes were found to be around 100 nm.

Figure 2. Time scan of a spICP-MS analyses with characteristic “particle
peaks” (left) and the particle size distribution of the sample
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